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Targeted next-generation sequencing as a
comprehensive test for patients with and female
carriers of DMD/BMD: a multi-population diagnostic
study

Xiaoming Wei1,15, Yi Dai2,15, Ping Yu3,15, Ning Qu1, Zhangzhang Lan1, Xiafei Hong4, Yan Sun1,
Guanghui Yang1, Shuqi Xie1, Quan Shi1, Hanlin Zhou1, Qian Zhu1, Yuxing Chu1, Fengxia Yao5,
Jinming Wang1, Jingni He6, Yun Yang1, Yu Liang1, Yi Yang1, Ming Qi1,7,8, Ling Yang9, Wei Wang1,
Haitao Wu1, Jing Duan10, Cheng Shen4, Jun Wang1,11,12,13,14, Liying Cui*,2 and Xin Yi*,1,9

Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies (DMD/BMD) are the most commonly inherited neuromuscular disease. However,

accurate and convenient molecular diagnosis cannot be achieved easily because of the enormous size of the dystrophin gene

and complex causative mutation spectrum. Such traditional methods as multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification plus

Sanger sequencing require multiple steps to fulfill the diagnosis of DMD/BMD. Here, we introduce a new single-step method for

the genetic analysis of DMD patients and female carriers in real clinical settings and demonstrate the validation of its accuracy.

A total of 89 patients, 18 female carriers and 245 non-DMD patients were evaluated using our targeted NGS approaches.

Compared with traditional methods, our new method yielded 99.99% specificity and 98.96% sensitivity for copy number

variations detection and 100% accuracy for the identification of single-nucleotide variation mutations. Additionally, this method

is able to detect partial deletions/duplications, thus offering precise personal DMD gene information for gene therapy. We

detected novel partial deletions of exons in nine samples for which the breakpoints were located within exonic regions. The

results proved that our new method is suitable for routine clinical practice, with shorter turnaround time, higher accuracy, and

better insight into comprehensive genetic information (detailed breakpoints) for ensuing gene therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD, MIM no. 310200) is one of the
most common progressive and severely disabling neuromuscular
diseases of childhood. It is an X-linked recessive disorder affecting
B1 in 3500 live male newborns.1 DMD and its milder allelic Becker
muscular dystrophy (BMD, MIM no. 300376) are caused by
mutations in the dystrophin (DMD) gene.2 The DMD gene, one of
the largest genes identified to date, contains 79 exons, 78 introns, and
8 promoters, spanning more than 2.5Mb of genomic DNA. DMD/
BMD are caused by a number of different types of mutations,
including deletions (B60%) or duplications (B7%) of one or more
exons, small insertions or deletions within an exon (B7%), single-
nucleotide point mutations (B20%), and splice site or intronic
mutations (o1%).3 Most laboratories perform two or more steps to

detect mutations in a suspected DMD patient. Multiplex ligation-
dependent probe amplification (MLPA) or array comparative genome
hybridization (aCGH) is used to detect large deletions/duplications;4,5

if no deletion/duplication is detected, Sanger sequencing of all the
DMD exons is performed.6,7 However, in addition to the high cost
and time requirements of the entire process, the results can be
inconclusive.
Recently, several promising strategies that target the primary

genetic defect of dystrophin have entered clinical trials, and the
most advanced therapy targets only specific mutation types.8–12

Exon skipping, which rectifies the aberrant reading frame, aims
to treat patients with large deletions; yet, to achieve this, the
selection of appropriate patients with detailed genetic diagnosis is
very important.
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In the past few years, targeted NGS approaches have become an
important tool in identifying disease-causing genes and making
clinical diagnoses based on the bioinformatic analysis of massive
parallel DNA-sequencing efforts.13,14 Lim et al.15 reported a mut-
ational search platform for the genetic diagnosis of DMD/BMD, but
only a small number of samples was included; these authors only
reported the detection of large deletion/duplication mutations in male
patients. In the present study, we developed a novel computational
framework and applied this platform to identify copy number
variations (CNVs) and single-nucleotide variations (SNVs) in a
large cohort at the same time. Additionally, this method is able to
provide detailed locations of the breakpoints. For CNVs, the results
obtained from targeted NGS approaches were compared with MLPA;
for SNVs and insertion/deletions, the results were validated by Sanger
sequencing. The targeted NGS approaches offered more detailed
information of the mutated dystrophin gene, enabling us to
understand the molecular pathogenic mechanism better and to
identify more suitable candidate patients for emerging gene therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study participants
The study was divided into two phases (Supplementary Figure S1). Phase I

aimed to establish the targeted NGS approaches for the genetic diagnosis of

DMD/BMD, and Phase II aimed to validate the efficacy of the targeted NGS

approaches in real clinical practice. Written informed consent was obtained

from all the participants when collecting their peripheral blood. The institu-

tional Ethics Committee of the PUMCH approved the study protocol

(PUMCH S-411).

In Phase I, 124 healthy volunteers were recruited by BGI-Shenzhen,

Shenzhen (South China), and their data were used to set up the normal range

and SD of certain DMD exons. Then, a group of 30 retrospective DMD/BMD

patients and female carriers were enrolled, and their diagnoses were confirmed

by immunohistochemical staining of dystrophin in muscle biopsies by Peking

Union Medical College Hospital (PUMCH), Beijing (North China) and

Zhejiang University School of Medicine Women’s Hospital (ZUSMWH),

Hangzhou (South China). The blood samples of the DMD/BMD patients

and carriers were sent to BGI for targeted NGS approaches and PUMCH for

MLPA detection. If a disease-causing SNV was identified by the targeted NGS

approaches, Sanger sequencing was conducted by BGI to validate the result.

The investigators from BGI and PUMCH were blinded to the results until the

final unblinding. In Phase II, 80 clinically diagnosed DMD/BMD patients,

female carriers and 245 non-DMD patients were recruited by PUMCH and

ZUSMWH in a consecutive manner during a 6-month period from the 1 April

2011 to 30 September 2011. The blood samples of the DMD/BMD patients,

female carriers, and 245 non-DMD patients were sent to BGI for targeted NGS

approaches; these blood samples were also sent to PUMCH for simultaneous

MLPA detection. If a disease-causing SNV was identified, Sanger sequencing

was conducted by BGI to validate the result (Supplementary Table S5). Upon

the completion of this step, the sensitivity and specificity of the CNV detection

by the targeted NGS approaches were calculated in the data center for statistics.

In Phase II, two DMD patients were excluded because they were later

diagnosed as having other neuromuscular disorders (one inflammatory

myopathy and one limber-girdle muscular dystrophy). Two female DMD

patients, with clinical manifestations, lab test, and muscle biopsies that were

consistent with typical DMD patients, were also recruited in this phase.

Workflow of targeted NGS approaches
First, the peripheral blood samples of the participants were analyzed using

targeted NGS approaches, with 10–33 samples being analyzed together in a

pooled batch. The bioinformatics process began after the generation of raw

data by Illumina Pipeline (version 1.3.4). Bam data, the output file after

alignment to the reference human genome, were used for the following

analysis. The reference value from the data of 124 healthy volunteers was then

established. CNVs were detected using a three-step computational framework

for the 89 DMD/BMD patients, 18 female carriers and 245 non-DMD patients.

Lastly, SNV and INDEL detection was performed for the DMD/BMD patients,

female carriers and non-DMD patients (Figure 1).

For description of the criteria for DMD/BMD patient recruitment, targeted

next-generation sequencing approach, three-step computational framework for

CNVs, MLPA procedure and Sanger sequencing, see Supplementary Texts.

RESULTS

Reference value establishment and three-step computational
framework for CNV detection
To establish the reference value, the bam data from the 124 healthy
volunteers was used to calculate the normalized sequencing depth of
all 79 DMD exons (ND_exonN) by the targeted NGS approaches. The
mean and SD ND_exonN values of the healthy volunteers were also
calculated. The mean ND_exonN for each exon in males was
approximately half of that in females, which was coincident with
the copy number of the DMD gene.

Figure 1 Workflow of the targeted NGS approaches. (a) Establishment of
the reference value using the data from 124 healthy volunteers. (b) CNV

detection using a three-step computational framework for the DMD/BMD

patients, female carriers, and non-DMD samples. (c) Formula used in the

targeted NGS approaches. *ND_exonN/ND_base: normalized sequencing

depth of certain exons or single bases in the DMD gene of a certain sample;
wExonN_depth: sequencing depth of a certain exon in the DMD gene of a

certain sample; zWTR_depth: sequencing depth of the entire targeted region

of 222 genes in a certain sample; Mean ND_exonN batch’s control, mean of

ND_exonN of all barcoded samples from the same batch.
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The intra-batch ratios of the healthy volunteers were also calculated.
Specifically, the intra-batch ratio was defined as ND_exonN divided by
the mean ND_exonN of all samples in a batch. The intra-batch ratios
were useful to filter out false-positive exons during CNV detection.
The intra-batch ratios of the male and female healthy volunteers

were subjected to Gaussian distribution and plotted (Figures 2a and b).
The mean of the intra-batch ratios of the male and female volunteers is
equal to 1.0000, whereas the SD were 0.106477 and 0.092178,
respectively. It is postulated that the intra-batch ratio of true CNV
exons should at least exceed four times the SD of the Gaussian
distribution of healthy volunteers of each gender. The cutoff values
were four times the SD, which were 1.43, 0.63, and 1.37 for the male
duplication, female deletion, and female duplication, respectively. In
detail, the true male exon duplication should be more than 1.43, the
true female exon deletion should be less than 0.63, and true female
exon duplication should be more than 1.37.
For all 79 exons of the DMD gene, the ND_exonN values of both

male and female DMD/BMD patients, carriers and non-DMD
samples were plotted. Excluding male deletions, the general distribu-
tion pattern perfectly matches that of the reference group (Figure 2c,
Supplementary Table S3). The data were then subjected to the three-
step computational framework. The male exonic deletions were
detected based on the ND_exonN value (Figure 2c), whereas the
male partial deletions were detected by the ND_base value. Seven
partial deletions were found: exon 45 of P06, P07, P08, P09, and P10,
exon 3 of P29, and exon 44 of P67 (Figure 2c, Table 2). The MLPA
results of all the male deletions and partial deletions were positive.
The male duplications and female deletions/duplications were then
detected. To clearly depict the distribution of CNVs versus normal
exons, different colors were used to indicate the different types of
CNVs and normal exons (Figures 3a–f). All the exons for the male
duplications, female deletions, and female duplications were first

filtered by Z_score, yielding some candidate exons. When calculating
Z_score, two false-negative results occurred (C35, exon 9, with a
Z_score¼ �0.57; C02, exon52, with a Z_score¼ �2.53, shown in
Figure 3a). Those candidate exons were then filtered by Z_scoreR,
yielding fewer candidate exons. When calculating Z_scoreR, one more
false-negative results occurred (C12, exon 44, with a Z_scoreR¼ 3.71,
shown in Figure 3c). C57, exon 46, with a Z_scoreR¼ 3.69, was
verified as a partial deletion and not a true false-negative result. Lastly,
those candidate exons were filtered by intra-batch ratios, yielding true
CNVs. One more false-negative result (C11, exon 44, with an intra-
batch ratio of 1.29, shown in Figure 3e) and two false-positive results
(P45, exon18 with an intra-batch ratio of 1.47; P09, exon2 1.54,
shown in Figure 3f) occurred. The three filters mentioned above
should maximally reduce the false-positive results.
After all three steps, 68 individuals (54 patients and 14 carriers)

among 89 DMD/BMD patients and 18 female carriers were detected
as having CNVs (Supplementary Figures S2 and S3, Table 2). No
individuals were detected as having CNVs among the 245 non-DMD
patients.

Duplication/deletion breakpoint analysis
The ten-base pair-flanking sequence on either side of all exons was
also covered by our method. The normalized depth of the 50- and
30- flanking sequences of the 79 exons were obtained using a similar
approach as previously mentioned. If a significant difference between
two adjacent segments was observed, the depth-decreased region
would be presumed to contain a breakpoint. So, the detailed positions
of the breakpoints of each CNV exon from the previous steps were
determined. For instance, P01 had a significant difference between the
30-flanking sequence of exon 45 and 50-flanking of exon 46. Therefore,
the breakpoint should be located within intron 45. Similarly, another
breakpoint was found in intron 55 (Figure 4a), and we localized the

Figure 2 Distributions of the intra-batch ratio of healthy volunteers and distributions of the ND_exonN values of DMD/BMD patients, female carriers, and

non-DMD samples. (a) Distribution of the intra-batch ratio of male healthy volunteers. The cutoff value should be 41.43 for the male exon duplications.

(b) The distribution of the intra-batch ratio of the female healthy volunteers. The cutoff value should be 41.37 for the female exon duplications. The cutoff

value should be o0.63 for the female exon deletions. (c) The ND_exonN value of all 79 exons of the DMD/BMD patients, female carriers, and non-DMD

patients. Each point indicates an exon. Orange triangles: female exons. Blue triangles: male exons in which dark blue ones indicate male exon deletions.
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breakpoints in C01 (P01’s mother) to be within intron 45 and intron
55 (Figure 4b). Figures 4c and d show the breakpoints in P59 and C59
to be within intron 1 and intron 3.
If the breakpoint was located in an exonic region, it was defined as

a partial deletion. For male deletions, a partial deletion was already
detected in the preceding step 1. For the male duplications, female
deletions, and female duplications, a partial deletion was detected if a
significant difference between the 30-flanking and 50-flanking
sequences of the same exon was detected.
In total, nine exons with partial deletions were detected, including

the members of a pedigree of P06 (P07-10 and C06) and other
unrelated subjects (P29, P67, and C57). The details of the
flanking sequences of all CNV samples are shown in Supplementary
Figure S4.
Interestingly, P06, who was determined to have an exon 45 deletion

by MLPA and had an ND_exonN for exon 4540.1, showed no read
depth in 5’-flanking of exon 45, partial read depth in exon 45, and a
normal read depth in 30-flanking of exon 45, indicating that the
endpoint of deletion was located within exon 45 (Figure 4e). We then
analyzed the single-nucleotide sequencing depth. The results indicated
that the breakpoint should be at approximately c.6520 in exon 45
(Figure 4f). C57 was determined to have an exon 45_46 deletion by
MLPA. A significant increment between the 50-flanking of exon 46

and the 30-flanking of exon 46 was detected (Figure 4g). Therefore,
the endpoint was located in exon 46, and the single-nucleotide
sequencing depth validated this finding (Figure 4h).

Detection of SNVs and INDELs
A total of 37 patients and carriers were found to have SNVs
or INDELs, and all detected SNVs and INDELs in the DMD gene
were distributed in three of four functional domains (Table 3,
Supplementary Figures S5 and S6). There were 12 INDELs, 18 non-
sense mutations, 3 missense mutations and 4 splice site mutations.
Altogether, 24 mutations were novel. All the SNVs and INDELs were
validated by Sanger sequencing.

Statistical analysis of the targeted NGS approaches
In this study, the average coverage of the samples of 476 participants
(124 healthy volunteers, 89 DMD/BMD patients, 18 female carriers,
and 245 non-DMD patients) was 99.70%, and the lowest coverage
was 98.45%. We also computed the 20� coverage (the coverage of
sites with depth greater than 20 in the targeted region); the average
20� coverage was 98.75%, and the lowest 20� coverage was
95.78%. The average sequencing depth of all the samples was
352.46, with a SD of 181.28; the lowest sequencing depth was 91.71
(Supplementary Tables S1 and S2).

Figure 3 Distributions of the Z_score, Z_scoreR values, and intra-batch ratios of DMD/BMD patients, female carriers, and non-DMD samples. (a, b) Z_score

for all 79 exons of the DMD/BMD patients, female carriers, and non-DMD samples. Red triangles, true exon duplications. Blue triangles, true exon

deletions. Dots of different colors, normal exons without duplications or deletions. (c, d) Z_scoreR of candidate exons from the previous step. (e, f) Intra-
batch ratios of candidate exons from the previous step.
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The CNV results from the targeted NGS approaches were compared
with the results using MLPA. The overall accuracy of the CNV results
was calculated as the number of completely matched individuals
divided by the total number of DMD/BMD patients, carriers, and
non-DMD samples. The completely matching individuals were defined
as whose CNV result from both the targeted NGS approaches and

MLPA were completely matched. Compared with the MLPA results,
there were four false-negative and two false-positive results. Thus, the
overall accuracy was 98.30% (346/352) at the participant level (Table 1).
The sensitivity and specificity of the CNV results were also

calculated at the exonic level. For the 89 DMD/BMD patients,
18 female carriers, and 245 non-DMD patients, the total exon

Figure 4 Duplication/deletion breakpoint analysis. (a–d) Four individuals (P01, C01, P59, and C59) with breakpoints located in intronic regions. Yellow

columns, ND_exonN. Blue columns, normalized depth of 50-flanking sequences. Red columns, normalized depth of 30-flanking sequences. (e) P06 with

endpoint located within exon 45. Note the significant difference between the 30-flanking sequences of exon 45 and 50-flanking sequences of exon 45.

(f) Detailed analysis, with the single-nucleotide sequencing depth revealing that the endpoint of P06 was near c.6520 in exon 45. (g) The endpoint of C57

was located within exon 46. Note the significant difference between the 30-flanking sequences of exon 46 and 50-flanking sequences of exon 46.

(h) Detailed analysis, with the single-nucleotide sequencing depth revealing that the endpoint of C57 was near c.6656 in exon 46.
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number was 27 808 (352� 79), and 384 exons were identified by both
the targeted NGS approaches and MLPA. Four false-negative and two
false-positive results were found. The sensitivity was 98.96% (384/388)
and specificity was 99.99% (27 418/27 420) (Tables 1, 2 and 3).
Among 89 DMD/BMD patients who underwent targeted NGS

approaches, two patients (P80 and P86) could not be identified with a
disease-causing CNV, SNV, or INDEL. Even though their clinical
manifestations, family history, lab tests and immunohistochemical
staining of muscle biopsy were consistent with DMD. We suspect that
there might be a defect in a deep intron, which requires further
investigation.

DISCUSSION

In 1986, Kunkel et al.16 identified the locus of the DMD gene, and
clinicians have since attached a greater importance to the molecular
diagnosis of DMD/BMD. In 1988, Chamberlain et al.17 first designed
an assay using multiplex PCR and electrophoresis to detect several
deletion-prone exons. Currently, MLPA and aCGH are the most
widely applied methods for the detection of large deletions and
duplications.18 However, none of these techniques can detect SNVs.
Thus, if no deletions or duplications are found, the samples must be
subjected to a second test of Sanger sequencing, increasing the cost
and turnaround time.
The high demand for low-cost and high-throughput sequencing

has led to the development of NGS.19 Recent studies applying NGS
have proven its ability in detecting SNVs and large deletions/
duplications in the dystrophin gene in males.15,20 However, the
detection of CNV in female carriers by targeted NGS approaches
had not been reported to date. Compared with haploid X
chromosomes in male, the CNV detection in females with diploid
X chromosomes would be more complex. Accordingly, we attempted
to design an approach to detect CNV in both patients with and
female carriers of this disease.
The novel three-step computational framework is able to detect

exon-level CNVs. First, the normal ranges of the normalized sequen-
cing depth for all exons based on the reference group were established.
The sequencing depth of a mutated exon would be out of the range of
the Gaussian distribution, but lie within the range after rectification
by the theoretical CFs.21 However, due to inevitable inter-batch
differences and variability of targeted NGS approaches, some false-
positive results were intermingled with true CNVs. Therefore, we used
the intra-batch ratio to further distinguish the CNVs from false-
positive results (step 3). The normal reference intra-batch ratio fitted
the Gaussian distribution very well. We postulated that an exon with a
ratio exceeding four times the SD of the Gaussian distribution of
healthy volunteers of the same gender to be a true CNV. There were
still four false-negative results, which were all from female carriers,

and most of them were single mutated exons or marginal exons.
Although the results indicate that targeted NGS approaches could
detect CNVs in female carriers, this detection is more difficult, and
further refinement and improvement of the assay is required for
testing in female carriers and other targeted genes located in
autosomal chromosomes.
In addition to the large amount of participants, our study verified

the practical efficacy of targeted NGS approaches in genetic diagnoses
of consecutive clinically suspected DMD/BMD patients and female
carriers without any selection. Thereafter, our platform was applied in
routine tests. Thus, it is a successful example of translating new
technologies into clinical practice.
We first systemically report a new subtype of CNV with breakpoints

located in exons. Limited by the inability of previous methods to
provide detailed information about the breakpoints, clinical geneticists
have postulated that breakpoints are always located in introns.
However, based on our study, breakpoint in exons is not an event
with a small probability. Even when regarding a pedigree as 1 person,
there were 4 persons with partial deletions in 52 deletion patients and
female carriers. The difference between partial and total exon deletion
clearly influences the phenotype of patients and the therapeutic
outcome of exon-skipping therapy. In our study, a 59-year-old female
carrier was diagnosed as having an exon 45_46 deletion by MLPA and
total deletion of exon 45 and partial deletion of exon 46 by targeted
NGS approaches. This woman had two sons manifested as typical
DMD, and both of them experienced onset at 3 years of age,
progressed to non-ambulant stage by 11 and died at 18. According
to the reading-frame principle, the deletion of exons 45 and 46 is
apparently an in-frame mutation, and the patients should have a
milder phenotype. Actually, the mutation of this pedigree is out-of-
frame due to the partial deletion of exon 46. Approximately 7–9% of
patients with dystrophin gene deletions disagree with the reading-
frame rule.8 We suggest that this type of inaccurate judgment accounts
for at least a part of the discordance between genotype and phenotype.
In recent years, several promising novel gene-reframing strategies

that require detailed information about the mutated gene have
entered clinical trials.8 Gentamycin and ataluren (PTC24), allowing
nonsense mutation reversion, have completed phase II clinical
trials.9,10 The antisense oligonucleotides, such as AVI-4658 and
PRO051, which induce exon 51 skipping, have completed phase II
clinical trials; PRO051 is currently undergoing a phase III clinical
trial.11,12 Because all of these molecules target specific mutation types,
the detailed location of a breakpoint is important in selecting
appropriate participants for exon-skipping treatment. Obviously,
partial exonic deletion may alter the therapeutic effect of these
therapies. For example, the pedigree of P06, who was diagnosed by
MLPA as having an exon 45 deletion, apparently could be treated with
exon 44 skipping. However, the breakpoint analysis showed the
presence of the remaining exon 45 sequence and the splicing
region, which would influence the therapeutic effect of exon 44
skipping. We even verified the intra-exonic breakpoint and
determined the breakpoint in P06’s pedigree to be at approximately
c.6520 by the single-base ND values. Moreover, the method provides
accurate SNP information within the antisense oligonucleotide-
binding sites, which could possibly alter the binding affinity of
antisense oligonucleotides. In the future, personalized therapeutic
strategies can be designed based on precise DMD gene information.
There were two female DMD patients. Although their clinical

manifestation, family history and muscle biopsy were typical for
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, their genotypes were consistent with
female carriers. In particular, the monozygotic twin (C36) of one

Table 1 Targeted NGS approaches and MLPA results in participants

with CNVs

Sample Male Female Total

Healthy volunteers 62 62 124

DMD/BMD patients with CNV 53 1 54

DMD/BMD patients with SNV 32 1 33

DMD/BMD patients without CNV or SNV 2 0 2

DMD carriers with CNV 0 14 14

DMD carriers with SNV 0 4 4

Non-DMD patients 144 101 245

Total 293 183 476
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Table 2 Targeted NGS approaches and MLPA results in participants with CNVs

NGS result

Patient ID Sex Phenotype CNVa Breakpointsb MLPA result Consistencyc

P01 M Patient EX46 55,0 c.6615-?_8217þ ? EX46 55del,hom Yes
C01 F Carrier EX46 55,1 c.6615-?_8217þ ? EX46 55del,het Yes
P02 M Patient EX45 52,0 c.6439-?_7660þ ? EX45 52del,hom Yes
C02 F Carrier EX45 51,1 c.6439-?_7660þ ? EX45 52del,het Nod

P04 M Patient EX64,0 c.9287-?_9361þ ? EX64del,hom Yes
C04 F Carrier EX64,1 c.9287-?_9361þ ? EX64del,het Yes

EX45,0
P06 M Patient Partial c.6520_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes

EX45,0
C06 F Carrier Partial c.6520_6614þ ? EX45del,het Yes

EX45,1
P07 M Patient Partial c.6520_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes

EX45,0
P08 M Patient Partial c.6520_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P09 M Patient EX2,2 c.32-?_93þ ? EX45del,hom

EX45,0
Partial c.6520?_6614þ ?
EX45,0

P10 M Patient Partial c.6520_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P11 M Patient EX44,2 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44dup,hom Yes
C11 F Carrier EX44,2 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44dup,het Nod

P12 M Patient EX44,0 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44del,hom Yes
C12 F Carrier EX44,2 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44del,Het Nod

P13 M Patient EX50 60,2 c.7201-?_9084þ ? EX50 60dup,hom Yes
P14 M Patient EX44,0 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44del,hom Yes
P15 M Patient EX2 39,0 c.32-?_5586þ ? EX2 39del,hom Yes
C16 F Carrier EX51 53,1 c.7310-?_7872þ ? EX51 53del,het Yes
P17 M Patient EX45 52,0 c.6439-?_7660þ ? EX45 52del,hom Yes
P18 M Patient EX45 50,0 c.6439-?_7309þ ? EX45 50del,hom Yes
P19 M Patient EX62,0 c.9164-?_9224þ ? EX62del,hom Yes
P20 M Patient EX51 55,0 c.7310-?_8217þ ? EX51 55del,hom Yes
P21 M Patient EX51,0 c.7310-?_7542þ ? EX51del,hom Yes
P22 M Patient EX45,0 c.6439-?_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P23 M Patient EX50,0 c.7201-?_7309þ ? EX50del,hom Yes
P24 M Patient EX61 63,2 c.9085-?_9286þ ? EX61 63dup,hom Yes
P25 M Patient EX45 48,2 c.6439-?_7095þ ? EX45 48dup Yes

EX56 61,2 c.8218-?_9163þ ? EX56 61dup,hom
P26 M Patient EX8 42,2 c.650-?_6117þ ? EX8 42dup,hom Yes
P27 M Patient EX51,0 c.7310-?_7542þ ? EX51del,hom Yes
P28 M Patient EX43,0 c.6118-?_6290þ ? EX43del,hom Yes

EX3,0
P29 M Patient Partial c.113_186þ ? exon3del,hom Yes
P30 M Patient EX46 52,0 c.6615-?_7660þ ? EX46 52del,hom Yes
P31 M Patient EX18 25,0 c.2169-?_3432þ ? EX18 25del,hom Yes
P32 M Patient EX45 51,0 c.6439-?_7542þ ? EX45 51del,hom Yes
C32 F Carrier EX45 51,1 c.6439-?_7542þ ? EX45 51del,het Yes
P33 F Patient EX52,1 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,het Yes
C33 F Carrier EX52,1 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,het Yes
C34 F Carrier EX52,1 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,het Yes
P35 M Patient EX3 9,2 c.94-?_960þ ? EX3 9dup,hom Yes
C35 F Carrier EX3 8,3 c.94-?_960þ ? EX3 9dup,het NOd

P36 M Patient EX44,0 c.6291-?_6438þ ? EX44del,hom Yes
P37 M Patient EX52,0 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,hom Yes
P38 M Patient EX52,0 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,hom Yes
P44 M Patient EX45 47,0 c.6439-?_6912þ ? EX45 47del,hom Yes
P45 M Patient EX18,2 c.2169-?_2292þ ? EX51del,hom Noe

EX51,0 c.7310-._7542þ ?
P46 M Patient EX45,0 c.6439-?_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P47 M Patient EX19 63,2 c.2293-?_-9286þ ? EX19 63dup,hom Yes
P50 M Patient EX45,0 c.6439-?_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P51 M Patient EX45,0 c.6439-?_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P52 M Patient EX50,0 c.7201-?_7309þ ? EX50del,hom Yes
P58 M Patient EX48 54,0 c.6913-?_8027þ ? EX48 54del,hom Yes
C58 F Carrier EX48 54,1 c.6913-?_8027þ ? EX48 54del,het Yes
P55 M Patient EX3,0 c.94-?_186þ ? EX3del,hom Yes
P56 M Patient EX51,0 c.7310-?_7542þ ? EX51del,hom Yes
C57 F Carrier EX45,1 c.6439-?_6683 EX45del,het Nof

EX46,1
partial

P59 M Patient EX2,2 c.32-?_93þ ? EX2dup,hom Yes
C59 F Carrier EX2,3 c.32-?_93þ ? EX2dup,het Yes
P65 M Patient EX50,0 c.7201-?_7309þ ? EX50del,hom Yes
P66 M Patient EX52,0 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,hom Yes

EX44,0
P67 M Patient Partial c.6291-?_6360 EX44del (partial) Yes
P68 M Patient EX52,0 c.7543-?_7660þ ? EX52del,hom Yes
P69 M Patient DMD,0 c.1-?_11058þ ? DMDdel,hom Yes
P76 M Patient EX18 41,0 c.2169-?_5922þ ? EX18 41del,hom Yes
P77 M Patient EX45,0 c.6439-?_6614þ ? EX45del,hom Yes
P87 M Patient EX43,0 c.6118-?_6290þ ? EX43del,hom Yes
P93 M Patient EX50,0 c.7201-?_7309þ ? EX50del,hom Yes

aResults in this column indicate which exons are detected with copy number variant (CNV), the number after the comma indicates actual copy number in detected region.
bResults in this column indicate detailed breakpoint from NGS data; the question mark indicates the probable breakpoint.
cConsistency is defined ‘yes’ if CNV exons detected by NGS fully matched that of MLPA.
dOne CNV exon is mismatch between NGS and MLPA method in each of these participants.
eExon 18 of P45 participant and exon 2 of P09 participant were detected with duplication by NGS technology, which were not validated by MLPA method, yielding two false-positive CNV exons.
fExon 46 in C57 participant is a partial deletion, which was detected by analyzing both sides of flanking sequence of exon 46. Exon 45 is a whole deletion, which was validated by MLPA, while
exon 46 was missed by MLPA.
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female patient (P36) manifested as a carrier. We believe that the
reason why these two female patients suffered from dystrophinopathy
is not limited to DNA defects. There must be other mechanisms
influencing the pathogenesis.
Carrier screening may reduce the incidence of DMD and

ameliorate the suffering associated with DMD.22 DMD female
carriers are prone to developing cardiomyopathy, which can be
effectively prevented and treated if the carriers are diagnosed early
and followed-up routinely.23 Indeed, many experts advocate DMD
screening in all newborns for diagnosis as early as possible.24 Our
platform can be used as a promising tool for screening asymptomatic
female carriers and newborns. In the near future, with such new
platforms as Miseq or Ion Torrent PGM, the testing cycle could be
shortened to just a few days.25 Furthermore, the cost of analyzing an
individual sample is much lower than that using MLPA plus Sanger
sequencing.
The main limitation of our strategy is that deep intronic mutations

and complex rearrangements may not be detected; these constitute
B2% of the mutations in the patient population (such as P80 and
P86). If the patient receives a definite diagnosis via muscle biopsy and
immunopathology, and no causative mutation is found by our

method, the patient should further undergo mRNA retrotranscrip-
tional analysis.26

In conclusion, we have developed and verified a novel single test
based on targeted NGS approaches to provide the comprehensive
detection of mutations in DMD/BMD patients and female carriers.
The extension of CNV detection from the haploid X chromosome to
diploid chromosome will substantially enable this method being
applied to autosome genetic diseases, such as tuberous sclerosis
complex and neurofibromatosis.
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Table 3 NGS results in 37 participants with SNVs and INDELs

Patient ID Sex Phenotype Nucleotide change Protein change Exon ID Domain Status Mutation

P03 M Patient c.5914delG p.Ala1972HisfsX11 Exon 41 Rod domain Novel Deletion

C03 F Carrier c.5914delG p.Ala1972HisfsX11 Exon 41 Rod domain Novel Deletion

P05 M Patient c.7822G4T p.Glu2608X Exon 53 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

C05 F Carrier c.7822G4T p.Glu2608X Exon 53 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

P39 M Patient c.6550A4T p.Lys2184X Exon 45 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

P40 M Patient c.4443delG p.Val1481ValfsX17 Exon 32 Rod domain Novel Deletion

P41 M Patient c.8713C4T p.Arg2905X Exon 59 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P42 M Patient c.4690C4T p.Gln1564X Exon 34 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

P43 M Patient c.2866C4T p.Gln956X Exon 22 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P48 M Patient c.10102G4T p.Asp3368Tyr Exon 70 C-terminal domain Novel Missense probable

P49 M Patient c.3622C4T p.Gln1208X Exon 27 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P53 M Patient c.2293-1G4A — Intron 18 Rod domain Reported Splice defect

P54 M Patient c.4857delA p.Lys1619LysfsX10 Exon 35 Rod domain Reported Deletion

P60 M Patient c.2833delC p.Gln945ArgfsX4 Exon 22 Rod domain Novel Deletion

P61 M Patient c.3627 3628delAAinsT p.Gln1209HisfsX6 Exon 27 Rod domain Novel Deletion and insertion

P62 M Patient c.2832T4G p.Tyr944X Exon 22 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

C62 F Carrier c.2832T4G p.Tyr944X Exon 22 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

P63 M Patient c.10108C4T p.Arg3370X Exon 70 C-terminal domain Reported Nonsense

P64 M Patient c.3562A4T p.Lys1188X Exon 26 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P70 M Patient c.238 239insG p.Ala80GlyfsX9 Exon 4 Actin-binding domain Novel Insertion

P71 M Patient c.2302C4T p.Arg768X Exon 19 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P72 M Patient c.3432G4T p.Gln1144His Exon 25 Rod domain Novel Missense probable

P73 M Patient c.6391 6392delCA p.Gln2131AsnfsX3 Exon 44 Rod domain Novel Deletion

P74 M Patient c.3220G4T p.Glu1074X Exon 24 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P75 M Patient c.471delC p.Ile157IlefsX13 Exon 6 Actin-binding domain Novel Deletion

P78 M Patient c.265-1G4C — Intron 4 Actin-binding domain Novel Splice defect

P79 M Patient c.347T4C p.Leu116Pro Exon 5 Actin-binding domain Reported Missense probable

P81 M Patient c.186þ2T4C — Intron3 Actin-binding domain Reported Splice defect

P82 M Patient c.967 968insG p.Glu323GlyfsX4 Exon 10 Rod domain Novel Insertion

P83 F Patient c.5899C4T p.Arg1967X Exon 41 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P84 F Patient c.5647A4T p.Lys1883X Exon 40 Rod domain Novel Nonsense

P85 M Patient c.7672C4T p.Gln2558X Exon 53 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P88 M Patient c.7053 7089del37ins8 p.Leu2351LeufsX3 Exon 48 Rod domain Novel Insertion and deletion

P89 M Patient c.1704þ1G4A Intron 14 Rod domain Novel Splice defect

P90 M Patient c.7265delC p.Ala2422GlufsX6 Exon 50 Rod domain Novel Deletion

P91 M Patient c.8872G4T p.Gly2958X Exon 59 Rod domain Reported Nonsense

P92 M Patient c.3580C4T p.Gln1194X Exon 26 Rod domain Reported Nonsense
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